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THREAD. This is worth considering. I pushed back on my
good friend @MollyMcKew when she suggested this a
couple of weeks ago. I was outraged. So was she. We
had different ideas on how to respond. I am having
second thoughts:

Jon Cooper
@joncoopertweets

High-ranking Democrats are starting to suggest that, rather than 
indulge Donald Trump in his Twitter rants, the media and his 
political opponents should ignore and even unfollow him. 
businessinsider.com/trump-baltimor…

7,441 2:47 PM - Jul 29, 2019

3,626 people are talking about this

Democrats are suggesting people flip the script in response to…
After the latest tweet storm from Trump, some Democrats are
suggesting unfollowing the president or ignoring his 'bait and switch'
businessinsider.com

2. Gandhi, and later, MLK, were effective in utilizing passive (or nonviolent, it wasn’t

really passive) resistance because it exposed the brutality and moral hypocrisy of

their oppressors. This powerful clip (from Gandhi, the movie) embodies it
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/yrHNig2aIjQ

3. The question is, can a similar tactic be employed with any effect in the information

space? I see three main obstacles. The first is lack of organization. While Trump has a

veritable army of an enabling right-wing media ecosystem, combined with Russian

trolls/bots

4. those who oppose him do not, comparatively. Second (and relatedly), while the

movements in India/U.S. civil rights had a central leading moral figure, there is not

one (compared to Trump’s influence, at least) in the information space

5. Third, physical violence is visceral, and visual. Trump uses words — words that

have visceral effect, I used the term “punched in the gut” and we have seen

@VictorBlackwell’s poignant response this weekend — that hurt, but are harder

against which to coalesce a condemnation

7. That said, it’s hard to see how mere outrage, at every (and increasing) verbal

“blow” is doing anything except justifying an equally escalating response. I now see

pictures of poverty from different parts of the U.S. being weaponized as political

responses: this is not helpful

8. I’m not answering the question, but asking it: What would “virtual” passive

resistance look like, and can it be effective? If the information space is the new

“battleground,” we must think along these lines

9. Lots of great minds from different disciplines which I hope will weigh in: History

@KevinMKruse @EthanKytle @ruthbenghiat, @jbf1755, Philosophy @jasonintrator,

Communications/Behavior @jenmercieca @RVAwonk

P.S. I blocked Trump a while ago, and only screenshot his tweets when responding.

But am reconsidering whether to even respond when the response is so obvious it

takes up too much of my valuable mental real estate to do so
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